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Pokemon sun and moon guide release dates

From Bulbapedia, a public encyclopedia of Pokémon. For other purposes, see 20 articles about your reviews. Pokémon Sunポケットモンスタ̇サン Pokémon Sun Boxart, featuring Solgaleo Pokémon Moonポケットモンスタ̇ム̇ン Pokémon Moon Boxart, from Lunala {{{name3}}} [[File:{{boxart3}}}|250px]{{caption3}}} CERO Ratings: A ESRB: E ACB: PG OFLC:
PG PEGI: 7 GRAC: ALL GSRR: 6+ Release Dates Japan: November 18, 2016 North America: November 18, 2016 Australia: November 18, 2016 Europe: November 23, 2016 South Korea: November 18, 2016 Hong Kong : November 18, 2016 , 2016 Taiwan: November 18, 2016 Japanese BoxingArt Pokémon Sun Japanese Box Pokémon Moon Japanese
Boxart [[File:|250px]{{jcaption3}}} StrategyWiki has more on this topic: Pokémon Sun and Moon Pokémon Sun (Japanese: ポケッモンスタ̇サン Pocket Monsters Sun) and Pokémon Moon (Japanese: ポケットモンスタ̇ム̇ン Pocket Monsters Moon) are major pairs of generation VII versions and are set in the Alola region. Games are available on Nintendo
3DS. The games were announced worldwide on the 20th anniversary of the release of Pokémon Red and Green, 27 February 2016, at 12am JST by Tsunekazu Ishihara via Nintendo Direct. Paired versions were released worldwide on November 18, 2016, with the exception of Europe, where they were released on November 23, 2016. All copies of the
game are played in nine languages: Japanese, English, German, Spanish, French, Italian, Korean, Simplified and Traditional Chinese. Pokémon Sun and Moon in 2017 were followed by Pokémon Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon, which are set in an alternative storyline. Spoiler alert: This article may contain basic plot or end details. Unlike any other series of major
games, the game begins with a video call made by Professor Kukuy to the player. Professor Cucuy helps create a coach's passport for the player before they and their mother move from Kanto to Alola. Meanwhile, around the same time, the young girl is seen fleeing what appears to be a lab with an unidentified Pokemon in her bag. When she is cornered by
workers in the area, Pokémon teleports herself and the girl away from the lab and away from danger. Three months later, the player, along with his mother and Meao, are enjoying their new home on Melemele Island as Professor Cucuy enters their home and takes the player to a meeting with Kagun Island in Iki Town to get their starting Pokémon. When they
reach the city of Iqui, kaguna is nowhere to be found, so Kukui sends the player to the Mahalo Trail in the hope of finding a cahoon. On the trail, the player notices a girl who has escaped from the lab and follows her to the Plank Bridge. The Pokémon that the girl kept will escape her bag as they reach the Dotc Bridge, happy about the new environment it is in.
Suddenly the pack Spearhead attacks defenseless Pokémon, leaving the girl anxious and asking the player to save her friend Nebby. Even when the player did not have the Pokémon to fight Spear, the player rushes and guards Nebby from harm's way before Nebby uses his power to wreck the bridge. Before the player and Nebby fall to their doom, Tapu
Coco flies through Spearow and bring the pair back safely. Grateful for Saving Nebby, the girl gives the player a sparkling stone that appeared after the departure of Thapa Coco. The player and girl then return to Iki Town and get greeted by Kukuy. Kukuy introduces the girl to his laboratory assistant Lilly, before kagun, Hala, returns from solving the problem
on the island. After Lilly explains the meeting she and the player had with Tapu Coco, Hala is touched by the moment and gives the player the choice to select Roulette, Litten or Popplio as the starting pokemon. After a brief ceremony with the player and a new Pokemon, Kukuy gives the player Pokédex and sends them to his mother to show off the new
Pokémon. Hala's grandson, Howe, then appears in town and challenges the player in the battle, using Pokemon, which is weak for the player's starter. After the fight, Hala takes the player's sparkling stone and invites the player to the festival the next day. The next day, Kukuy stops again near the player's home and took him to Route 1 so he could teach
them how to catch Pokémon. Kukuy then allows the player to train before eating for the festival. The Hala and Kukui festival shows that this is an event where Pokemon fights are held in honor of Pokemon keepers in Alola. Howe and the player battle once again in honor of Tapu Coco, and this time the entire city clocks in, including Lilly, the player's mother
and Mews. After Tapu Coco approves of the fight, Hala returns a shiny stone that now turns into the Z-Ring. Hala explains the powers of Z-Ring and Z-Crystals, which can only be acquired by participating in the challenge of an island where a player must travel to all four islands of Alola to become an island problem champion. After that, the player returns
home to prepare for the next day. The next day, Lilly visits the player and two heads to Kukuya's lab. In the lab, Kukui upgrades Pokédex player in Rotom Pokédex and explains more about the island challenge, which involves taking tests and gaining recognition by each Kagun island. Before taking any tests, the player must attend the Coaches School to
learn the basics of the fight. Fortunately, the player is able to take on the teacher's task and the player is able to take the trial of captain Ilima to Verdant Cavern. After beating a teacher in battle, Ilima invites the player to Howyola City after the player trains some more. When a player meets Ilima, two Grunts command skulls appear, but they threats to Ilimi.
After a quick lesson from the player and Iliema, The Grunts flee and Ilima treats the Pokemon player before challenging the player to battle himself. After the fight, Ilim impresses the player's team and allows the player to try his trial. On his way to Verdant Cavern, a wild Delibird drags a player to Berry's fields as more Team Skull Grunts cause problems with
other people. The Grunts slaughter the player and they announce a tinker with the Ilie's trial. As a player doing this verdant Cavern, Ilima explains the rules of the trial and allows the player to try it out. Halfway to the court, grunts off an earlier player challenge again and get defeated. Grunts worries the wild poccon in the area by unwittingly helping the player
complete the next chapter of the trial. As the player nearly completes the trial, Totem GumshoosS/Totem RaticateM ambushes the player and challenges the player to battle. After the defeat of Pokemon, the player completes the trial. Upon hearing that Lilly had gone missing, the player heads to Route 3 and to Melemele Meadow, where the player finds Lilly.
Lilly loses again to Nebby and the player has to go find him. Finding Nelby, the player returns to Lille and leaves the meadow to be greeted by Howe and Kukuy. Upon hearing that Howe and the player had gone through their first trial, Kukui sends the player back to Iki Town for their grand trial with Kaguna Hala Island. After defeating Hala, the player gets
another Z-Crystal and gets a Ride Pager in order to ride Pokémon like The Taoros in the Allola region. The player moves to the next island, akala island. On Akala Island, the player attends the Lana, Kiavé and Mallow trials before battling Kaguna Island Olivia. On Akala Island, the player meets Team Skull again and meets new people like a neglected Team
Skull member named Gladyon, who owns a Pokemon called Type: Null, and Hapu, wandering around the region with his Mudsdale. Defeated on Kaguna Island, Fabi invites the player and Howe to Aether Paradise. In Aether Paradise, the player and Howe are dating the president of the Aether Luzamin Foundation and learn that the company has a
responsibility to make Aether Paradise a sanctuary for Pokémon abuse. In the middle of the meeting, a strange creature from another universe attacks the player and after a short battle retreats into his own world. Luzamin became interested in the odd creature and sends the duo to the island of Ulaula to complete their island challenge. On the island of
Ula'ula, the player is preparing for trials of Sophocles and Acerola. In taking these tests, the player learns about the Pokémon League under construction and is challenged to participate in it once the player completes the Island Challenge. After completing two tests, the player meets team skull leader and visits their base in P.K. Town. After defeating the
team in Pau Town, police officer Nana and Acerola thank the player for rescuing the stolen Yungoos and heading to Aether House. Upon entering the house, Howe tells the player that team skull's administrator, Plumeria, kidnapped Lilly and Nebby. Gladyon overheard the conversation and requires Howe and the player to travel with him to the ferry terminal
for their next destination. Before the trio leave, Nana challenges the player as Kaguna Island. Nnu gives the player another Z-Crystal and asks Gladion what he is depending on Team Skull for before departure. Gladyon reveals to the player and Howe that they must return to Aether Paradise to save Lilly and Nebby. Despite the crazy history, the player and
Howe tag with Gladyon to Aether Paradise. In Aether Paradise, staff begin attacking the team because they believe they are intruders. They end up reaching Faba and Faba really hints that there is something unusual about the Aether Foundation. After a battle with the player, Faba redirects the trio to the lower level of Aether Paradise, with the trio unaware it
is a trap to buy time. Upon learning of the trap, they go back to find Fabi, who brought reinforcements to fight them. Age then shows them up and says Lilly might be with the president, but it would be hard to get to them. Fabi then ambushes them again with more staff. The team again defeats the staff and Fabi, resulting in Fabi giving them access to the
president's office. The trio will then spot Team Skull and Guzma in front of the place they need to go. Gladion immediately takes on Guzma while Howe and the player take out the Grunts. After Gurnz took out the Grüncs, Guzman takes gladion off and the player takes his place in the fight. Guzman is again defeated by the player and forced to let the team
move on. Then the player runs to Luzamin and Lille. The player witnesses the darker side of Luzamin and learns that Nebby is sacrificed to return the beast from an earlier one. Lilly tries to spend time with her mother but is unable to do so, resulting in the player going after Luzamin. Gladion and Howe catch up with the player and Gladion tells his mother not
to open Ultra Wormhole, but again, Luzamin ignores her children and still opens the hole. This causes many ultra beasts to be scattered in Alola. With guzma Lusamin trying to stop the team, but they put both the villains and the beast to a halt. When Ultra Wormhole closes, Guzman, Luzamin and the Beast retreat to Ultra Space, with Lilly checking out
Nabby, which has now evolved into a new form. The next day Gladyon gives Lilly moon flute/Sun FluteM and helps the player and Lille get to the final island of Alola, Pony Island and recommends finding Kaguna Island. Player and Lilly eventually find Hapa again, which reveals has no cahoon. The three then go to the ruins of hope, where Tapu Fini gives
Hapa the honour of becoming the new Kagun island pony after they are teamed up to fight the Ultra Beast. Hapu then talks about the Legendary Pokémon SolgaleoS/LunalaM and how there should be a ceremony at the altar of SunneS/MooneM Altar featuring two concrete flutes. Lilly shows Hapu flute Gladion gave her and is said to be another flute located
on the island of Exeter. Lilly and the player then head to Exeter Island to get a flute of Lilly colleagues. After the player takes another flute, the player and Lilly return to Pony Island and head to the altar. On the way to the Altar, they ambushed Team Skull. Team Skull is fighting with the player in order to try to get them to talk about where Guzma disappeared,
but Plumeria puts a stop to the fight. Plumeria apologizes for their actions and allows them to continue further in the hope of saving Guzman. Soon after, Hapu challenges the player for the Grand Trial, and the player attends another test shortly afterwards. With both trials complete, the player completes the island challenge. The only thing left to do is save
Luzamin and Guzman from Ultra Space. The player and Lilly reach the altar and both prepare to play their flute and either wait until dawn or dusk to summon Legendary Pokemon. After playing their flute, the odd force at the altar forms and takes Lilly's bag to a source of strength. Nebby is taken from his bag and is developing in SolgaleoS/LunalaM. With
renewed acting, Nebby hosts Lilly and a player in Ultra Space. Then they run into Guzman, who seems obsessed with Ultra Beasts. Lilly continues to find her mother, and soon they find Luzamin with a creature called Nihilego. Lilly tries again to persuade her mother to come back, but Luzamin eventually presses her daughter's buttons and even calls her
ugly. Luzamin peeks out the enthusiastic Nihilago and merges with him, leaving the player to battle Luzamin until Nebby separates Luzamin and Nihilago from each other. Then Nebby grabs the trapped people and brings them to the altar, where Hapu safely takes Luzamin and Guzm. Nebby, still wanting to travel with Lilly and the player, gets rejected by Lilly
as she believes Nebby won't be able to get the adventures she wants with her as she is not a real coach. Lilly then recommends that Nelly be captured by the player. The player gets into a fight with Nebby and eventually grabs him. Lilly is grateful that Nelby will now take care of her new parents and leaves to help her mother. Nana then appears at the altar to
inform the player that the next step will be to battle all four kagunas in a row. However, when the new Pokémon League opened on Mount Lanakila on the island of Ula'ula, Nnu takes the player there to complete the final trial. When the player reaches League, Professor Cucuy congratulates the player and gives him the choice to fight any of the four members
of the Alola League in whatever player selection decides. Members include Kahunas Hala Island and Olivia, who use combat and rock types respectively, Court Captain Acerola, who uses the Type of Ghost, and Kahili, a former Island Challenge champion and golfer who uses a flying type. After the player defeated the Elite Four, the player takes a place in
the champion's chair before Professor Cucuy surprises the player with the final battle before becoming The League's first champion, Alola. Since becoming a champion, the player is invited back to a major festival in Iki Town to celebrate the great achievement. During the festival, Lilly pulls the player's side and the two cross the Mahalo Trail again and
crosses the rebuilt Plank Bridge to the ruins of the conflict, hoping to congratulate Thapa Coco for completing the island challenge. The player touches the statue in the ruins of the conflict and thanks Tapa Coco. By touching the statue, Tapu Coco challenges the player to a battle allowing the player to either capture it or show the Guardian Pokemon the
power of new champion Alola. After the fight, the two return to the festival. Shortly after returning, Lilly tries to tell the player about his next steps, but decides instead to let the player enjoy the rest of the festival. The next day Howe visits the player and drags the player to Howyola City. Howe and the player catch up with Lilly and Professor Cucuy before
departure and it is revealed Lilly is going to Canto to help make herself and her mother get better and stronger. Lilly gives Howe and the player a gift before she sails to Canto, leaving Howe in tears. The professor shares some words with the player and Howe to show respect for Lilly's decision and shortly afterwards, the three make their way back home.
Blurb Welcome to the World of Pokémon! Are you ready to become a Pokémon coach? Trade and battle with friends all over the world! Train Pokémon for battle! Discover Pokémon and fill your Pokédex. Care for Pokémon and help them grow. Adventure awaits in Alola! Features rotom Pokédex Player Pokédex is a special model that can be inhabited by
Rotom, called Rotom Pokédex. Through Pokédex, Roth can speak human languages. Pokédex also acts as a real-time map on the bottom screen on the player's Nintendo 3DS, showing player location, interesting locations and recommended directions based on conversations made with NPCs. QR Scanner Home article: QR Scanner Players can scan QR
codes matching each Pokémon in Pokedex, allowing them to register them as Pokémon they've seen. The QR scanner can also be used to produce Pokémon events such as Magearna. The new forms of Pokémon Sun and Moon are the first major series where players can use 10% Zygarde and Full Shapes, as well as the shape of Greninja Ash-Greninja.
Other forms of Zygarde, Zygarde Cell and Core, also make non-playable performances. Allolan Forms Home article: Regional Form Some pokémon species are uniquely adapted to the microclimates of the Alola region, becoming what is known as the regional shape of their species. These species take different shapes from their species in other regions,
including a different appearance, ability, and more. The Allolan variant of the species is known as its Alolan form. Battle Royal Main article: Battle Royal The Battle Royal is a new battle format where four players enter a free-for-all fight, with any player capable of attacking (or helping) the other. The battle ends when all the Pokemon of one player faint, with
the winner being the player who has the highest total number of knockouts and the number of Pokémon remaining. Z-Moves Home article: Z-Move Z-Moves is a new type of move in which the desires of a trainer and Pokemon unite to release their full power. Z-Moves are the movements of great power, but can only be used once per fight. In order to use Z-
Move, Coach needs two points: Z-Ring and Z-Crystal. The Z-Ring is a group worn on the coach's arm. Z-Crystal should be installed in Z-Ring, and if Pokémon keeps Z-Crystal of the same type, they will resonate with each other. If Pokemon then knows the move matches the Z-Crystal type, it will be able to use Z-Move. All Pokémon can use Z-Moves, and
there are Z-Moves for each of the 18 types. There are also Z-Moves that can only be used by a particular Pokemon. When used in battle, Z-Move takes over the entire screen in a short, cinematic display. Island Challenge Home article: Island Challenge Island Challenge is a new mechanic introduced to Pokémon Sun and Moon. It is an ordinance in which
players travel across the four islands of Alola with the aim of becoming the strongest coach known as the Island Champion Challenge. In order to complete the island challenge, players must overcome each island's unique challenges, which can include, but are not limited to, finding subjects, completing knowledge tests, and fighting Pokémon. At the end of
the trial on each island, the player will have to fight Totem Pokémon. Totem Pokémon is much larger than its species, usually, and has a special aura that appears to help him in combat, such as lifting his defense. Totem Pokémon are fighting in SOS Battles, where they summon ally Pokémon to participate alongside them. The latest trial on each island is a
Pokémon battle with Kagun Island, known as a grand trial. The successful clean-up of the grand trial gives the player the right to move to the next island in his challenge, passing on an official acknowledgement that the player has cleared all the island's trials. Each trial has a trial recommendations for trials. All the captains are coaches who took tests on their
own challenge island a few years ago. Poké Rides Home article: Poké Ride Poké Rides is a new feature by which players can call on the services of a certain Pokemon to access areas they would not be able to access on their own. These Pokémon are not part of a player's team, but they can be called up at any time. Poké Rides replace HMs at Pokémon
Sun and Moon, as many of the Pokémon rides have the same goal as the previously existing HMs. Hyper Training Home article: Hyper Training Hyper Training is a new feature that allows a player to maximize one or more Pokémon IVs using a person known as Mr. Hyper. in exchange for bottle caps. Only Pokemon, which has reached level 100, can
undergo Hyper Training. Main article Festival Plaza: Festival Plaza As the player progresses through the game, they will be able to use Festival Plaza. Festival Plaza allows players to see other people playing next to them, or other players who are connected to the internet for battle or trade. By talking to people and listening to their requests at Festival Plaza,



players can get Festival coins. Festival coins can be spent on shops in the square, and eventually rank their Plaza. Poké Pelago Home article: Poké Pelago Poké Pelago is a new feature that allows Pokémon stored in pc box to explore different islands, play sports equipment and enjoy other fun activities. Various islands allow a Pokemon player to collect
items, discover wild Pokémon and even raise pokemon levels and statistics. Pokémon See Category:Generation VII Pokémon 81 new Pokémon have been introduced for the Sun and moon, bringing the known total from 721 to 802. Pokémon Sun and Moon compatibility exclusives for pokémon can connect with Pokémon Bank from the moment it v1.3. This
allows it to store and receive Pokémon from Pokémon Bank, including Pokémon from previous generations that have been transferred to Pokémon Bank. Pokémon Sun and Moon can also fight and trade with Pokémon Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon, but not with any Pokémon, Forms or Z-Walkers featured in these games. The reception of famitsu gaming
magazine gave Pokémon Sun and Moon a score of 38 out of 40. [1] IGN rated the games Amazing 9.0/10,[2] noting that games switch the formula to create an exciting adventure. Pokémon Sun and Moon ranks 87.94%[3] and 87.74%[4] respectively on GameRankings. Sales During the first two weeks of release for the Sun and moon, it sold more than 7.5
million copies in Japan, North America and Europe. [5] In North America and Australia, they set a record for being the fastest in Nintendo games, selling 3.7 million and 240,000 copies, respectively, in the first two weeks. [6] [7] They also set the record in Europe and Britain, selling 1.5 million and 368,000 copies, respectively, in its first week. In the fiscal year
of their release, they sold 15.44 million units. As of September 30, 2020, Pokémon Sun and Moon has sold 16.20 million copies worldwide. [10] Japanese sales of Pokémon Sun and Moon sold 1,590,629 individual units in the first week on the Japanese market, being 807,540 from Pokémon Sun and 783,090 from Pokémon Moon, with sales due 81.90% and
79.83% respectively. By December 29, 2019, at the end of its 163rd week, they had sold 3,359,635 copies, up from 1,742,598 from Pokémon Sun and 1,617,037 from Pokémon Moon. [12] Pokémon Sun and Moon Dual Pack sold 151,379 units in the first week, with sales of 93.72%. [11] By January 1, 2017, at the end of week 7, it had sold 161,795 copies.
[11] Combining all releases, the games sold 3,683,225 units, representing 1,904,393 from Pokémon Sun and 1,778,832 from Pokémon Moon. Pokémon Sun and Moon Week Week ending Unit rating sold Total sold units November 1, 2016 1st 1,590,629 1,590,629 November 27, 2016 1st 375,665 1,966,294 3 December 4, 2016 2nd 223,051 2,189,345
December 4 11, 2016 2nd 190,101 2,379,446 5 December 18, 2016 2nd 199,514 2,578,960 December 6, 25 , 2016 1st 279,436 2,858,396 7 January 1, 2017 1st 90,891 2,949,287 8 January 8 , 2017 2nd 90 298 3,039,585 January 9, 2017 4th 31,656 3,071,241 10 January 22, 2017 5th 21,036 3,092,277 11 January 29, 2017 3rd 20,343 3,112,620 12
February 5 , 2017 2nd 19,831 3,132,451 February 13, 12, 2017 5th 16,477 3,148,928 February 14, 19, 2017 3rd 14,610 3,163,538 15 February 26, 2017 6th 13,441 3,176,979 16 March 5, 2017 12th 12,292 3,189,271 March 12 , 2017 8th 11,646 3,200,916 18 March 19 , 2017 12th 10,128 3,211,045 19 26 March 2017 6th 9,956 3,221,001 20 April 2, 2017
12th 8,853 3,229,854 59 December 31, 2017 - - 3,340,565 December 111 30, 2018 - - 3,353,727 163 December 29, 2019 - - 3,000 3,727,163 December 29, 2019 - 3,3,727,359,635 Pokémon Sun and Moon Dual Pack Unit End Week sold Total units sold on November 1, 2019 , 2016 2nd 151,379 151,379 November 27 , 2016 14th 6,113,157,492 December
3rd December 4, 2016 35- - January 7, 2017 - - 161,795 Staff Home article: Staff Pokémon Sun and Moon Music Home article: Pokémon Sun &amp; Pokémon Moon: Super Music Collection History versions Beta elements Home article: Pokémon Sun and Moon Beta Demo Home article: Pokémon Sun and Pokémon Moon Special Demo Version Trailers
Teaser This video is not available on Bulbapedia; Instead you can watch the video on YouTube here. First TRAILER US This video is not available on Bulbapedia; Instead you can watch the video on YouTube here. UK This video is not available on Bulbapedia; Instead you can watch the video on YouTube here. Japan This video is not available on
Bulbapedia; Instead, you can watch the video YouTube is here. Logos Gallery Chinese (Simplified) Sun Logo Simplified Simplified Logo of the moon Traditional Chinese logo Sun Traditional Chinese logo Moon Title screens English Pokémon Sun title screen English Pokémon Moon title screen Japanese Pokemon Sun title screen Japanese Pokemon Moon
title screen Icons Boxart Trivia In other languages Language name Japanese ポケットモンスタ̇ サン·ム̇ン Chinese Cantonese 精靈寶可夢 太陽/⽉亮 Mandarin 精靈寶可夢 太陽/⽉亮精灵宝可梦 太阳/⽉亮 French Canada Pokémon Sun and Moon Europe Pokémon Soleil and Lune German Pokémon Sonne und Mond Italian Pokémon Sole e Luna Korean 포켓
몬스터 썬 문 Spanish Latin America Pokémon Sun y Moon Spain Pokémon Sol y Luna See also Sun and Moon Passage Pokémon Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon Links Link
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